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ABSTRACT 

A new approach to adaptive control is proposed. The principal distinguishing 
feature is the direct estimation and updating of the criterion function by means of a 
filtering operation on a vector of transitional pseudo-return functions. The data 
storage and computational problems often associated with explicit probability distrib 
ution updating via Bayes’ rule are thus avoided. Convergence properties are estab 
lished for a simple linear criterion function filter designed for a class of adaptive 
control problems typified by a well-known two-armed bandit problem. Optimality 
properties are established for the filter in a companion paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently available adaptive-control methods focus on state-distribution 
estimation as an intermediate step towards optimal control-variable selec- 
tion. As is well known, the need to evaluate and store updated state 
probabilities following each new datum often renders these methods infeasi- 
ble for even moderately complex problems. 

On the other hand, for certain types of adaptive-control problems the 
estimation of state distributions has no value in and of itself. Ultimate 
interest focuses on the criterion function, which is indirectly estimated by 
means of the state distribution estimate. By shifting attention from the state 
as random process to the criterion function, as a random function of the 
state, it becomes intuitively clear that one ought to be able to estimate and 
update the criterion function directly, without recourse to prior state-space 
specification, updated state probabilities, and Bayes’s rule. 

In Sec. 2 below, a new approach to adaptive control is proposed, based on 
these observations. The principal distinguishing feature is the direct con- 
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sistent estimation and updating of the criterion function by means of a 
filtering operation on a vector of return functions associated with previous 
state realizations. Potentially significant reductions in information and com- 
putation requirements are thus obtained. 

In Sec. 3 the stability properties of a simple linear criterion-function filter 
are established for a class of adaptive-control problems with control-depen- 
dent states. Briefly, it is shown that control-variable sequences selected in 
accordance with the criterion-function estimates converge to a local maxi- 
mum of the “true” criterion function under plausible restrictions. Results are 
illustrated in terms of a two-armed bandit problem. Sufficient conditions for 
convergence of control variable sequences to a global maximum of the true 
criterion function are established in [5]. Preliminary versions of the results 
established in the present paper and its companion paper [5] are discussed in 

F-31. 
The work of R. E. Kalaba and D. M. Detchmendy [3] is similar in spirit to 

the state-bypass approach developed here. An interesting procedure is 
proposed for converting output observations on a process directly into 
control signals via a single performance index which, at each time instant, 
weights the deviations from the observational history along with a measure 
of the future cost of control. 

2. DIRECT ESTIMATION AND UPDATING OF 
CRITERION FUNCTIONS FOR ADAPTIVE CONTROL 

A general method for selecting policies in accordance with directly 
updated criterion function estimates will be proposed below for the follow- 
ing class of adaptive-control problems: 

PROBLEM 2.1. A decision maker must select policies (control variables) 
4, es,. . I at equally spaced times t, < ts < . - * from a policy choice set 0. In 
each period n=[t,,t,,+J, n> 1, th e d ecision maker observes the state w,, of 
his problem environment subsequent to his policy selection 0,. The objective 
of the decision maker in period n is to maximize his realized real-valued 
return W (w,, 0,). However, from the decision maker’s myopic viewpoint the 
unfolding state sequence (0,) is a possibly policy-dependent realization for a 
random process whose characteristics are only vaguely discernable in period 
1. 

EXAMPLE 2.2 (Two-armed bandit: cf. [l]). In each period n a gambler 
places a bet b,, on one of two gambling devices. If the chosen bet-gambling- 
device policy is 0, = (b,, a), then the gambler receives b, with unknown 
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probability p, and - b,, with probability 1 -pa. Letting o denote a generic 
element of the state set QG = - { 1: (gambler wins), - 1: (gambler loses)}, the 
returns Wc(q,,O,) of the gambler in period n are q,b,,. 

The general policy-selection method proposed for Problem 2.1 is as 
follows: 

PROCEDURE 2.3. 

Period 1. 

Specify a prior criterion function W, 
evaluation of the policies 8 E 0. 

A : O+ R for first-period preobservation 

Control: Select 0: E 0 to maximize WrA. 
Obseroe the first-period state wr. 

Period n (n > 2). 

Filter: For each policy 0 E 0, estimate n&period expected returns by 

n-1 

w,r\(e)=H(o,e,n)w,r\(e)+ 2 zf(j,e,n)w(q,e). 
j-1 

Control: Select e; E 0 to maximize W,r‘. 
Observe the nth-period state a,*. 

Thus for each policy 8 E 0 and each period n > 1 the updated criterion 
function “output” W,r\(0) is the end result of a linear filtering operation on 
the “input returns process” ( Wp (e ), w cw;, e ), . . . , w cun*_ 1, 8 )). Presum- 
ably the filter weights H ( i, 8, n) could be selected to meet various optimality 
criteria important for the problem at hand. For some problems it might even 
be advantageous to use a nonlinear filtering operation. Discrete time periods 
are of course not essential. 

ILLUSTRATION 2.4 (One-armed bandit). Consider the gambler in Exam- 
ple 2.2. Suppose there is only one distinct gambling device, with winning 
probability p. The policy choice set for the gambler in each period n is then 

OG= {b,...}, 

the range of his possible bets; and the true expected return associated with 
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each possible bet b is 

=pb+[l-p][-b]. 

Let WI’“: OG+R denote a nrior criterion function specified by the 
gambler for first period preobservation evaluation of the bets b E OG. For the 
problem at hand it is reasonable to assume that the gambler knows his state 
set QG = { 1, - l}; thus one plausible specification for WiA” might be the 
barycentric prior Wl/‘” (b) s p “b + [ 1 - p “I[ - b], where pA is a prior esti- 
mate for p. In general, however, a decision maker with only a vague 
conception of possible states might be unable or unwilling to specify WiA in 
the form of a barycentric weighting of possible returns. 

For each n>l, bEOG, and jE{O,...,n-1}, let the filter weight be 
HG( j,b,n)=l/ n. The policy selection Procedure 2.3 proposed for the 
one-armed bandit problem is then as follows: 

PROCEDURE 2.5. 

Period n (n > 1). 

Filter: For each bet b E OG estimate nth-period expected returns by 

I WG w if n=l, 

W;“(b)= 1 

I 

n-l 

; WiAG (b) + 2 WG (w;,b) 
I 

if n>l, 
i=l 

where w,* is the state realized in period i, and WC (UT, b) s 07 b denotes the 
returns that would have accrued to the gambler for the realized state w,? had 
he selected bet b in period j. 
Control: Select a bet b,* E OG to maximize W,/. 
Observe the n&period state a,*. 

The procedure (2.5) f or updating the prior criterion function WiAG is 
formally analogous to Bayes’s rule for updating prior probabilities. For 
uniform (constant) criterion priors WiAc, selection of bets in accordance 
with Procedure 2.5 reduces to the following simple opportunity-cost maxim: 
in each period n select a bet b,* which would have yielded maximum average 
returns for the realized win-loss states w:, . . . , o,*_ 1. (The analogy with the 
maximum-likelihood principle is obvious.) 
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As will be seen below (Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 with cardA* = l), the 
criterion-function estimates W,r‘” are consistent, and the gambler’s bets b,* 
converge almost surely to a global maximum for the true criterion function 
W,G if Oc is compact, WiAG is continuous, and successive win-loss observa- 
tions are independent. 

The information requirements of the policy-selection Procedure 2.3 are 
minimal, In contrast, Bayesian adaptive control methods generally require 
the motion of the state to be expressible as a system of difference or 
differential equations driven by random disturbances, with all uncertainty 
concerning functional forms and disturbance covariances reducible to uncer- 
tainty about one or more parameters lying in known parameter spaces. 

It is also obvious that the Procedure 2.3 is computationally tractable. The 
filter weights H ( i, 0, n) can be specified on line. In addition, for certain filter 
weights (e.g., those used in Sec. 3) the updated criterion function W”” has 
the recursive form 

The computational feasibility of Bayesian methods is limited by the need to 
evaluate and store updated probability assessments following each new 
observation. 

Clearly, however, the increased tractability of Procedure 2.3 is at the cost 
of myopia with regard to future possibilities. The exact nature of this 
trade-off has not yet been fully clarified. 

3. STABILITY 

Stability properties will now be established for a simple linear criterion- 
function filter designed to handle dependence between state distribution and 
current policy choice. Sufficient conditions will be given for both asymptotic 
and finite-time convergence of policy selections. 

The following standard definitions will be used. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let p be a finitely additive set function defined on a 
field 9 of subsets of a set X. Then for every F E 9 the total variation v( p, F) 
of p on F is defined as 

where the supremum is taken over all finite sequences (FJ of disjoint sets in 
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$7 with Fi c F. If p is bounded, then the positive and negative variations p+ 
and p - of p are defined on 9 by 

p+(F)= 
v(PL,F)+P(F) 

2 ’ 

v(PJ)-P(F) 
y-(F)- 2 . 

Both pL+ and pL- are bounded finitely additive set functions on 9. (See 
Dunford and Schwartz [2, Chapter III].) 

Consider the adaptive-control Problem 2.1. If the distribution of states 
depends on current policy choice, then clearly the policy-selection Proce- 
dure 2.3 with simple filter weights H ( j,f?,n)- l/n (cf. Illustration 2.4) is 
inappropriate. Intuitively, the knowledge that a state ~7 obtained following 
the choice of policy 8: in period j cannot be directly used to update the 
evaluations of a policy 0’ unless 0; is exchangeable with 0’ in the sense that 

The policy choice set 0 must somehow be partitioned into sets of policies 
which are mutually exchangeable; and for each policy 0’ currently being 
evaluated, the impulse response function H should give positive weight only 
to terms W (a,*,@‘) corresponding to periods i in which the chosen policies 
0; are exchangeable with 0’. These statements will now be formalized. 

Assume the set fi of possible states w in each period n is a topological 
space, and let S denote the u-algebra of all Bore1 sets S cQ. Let Q2, denote 
the set of all infinite state sequences w,=(+,o~,...), wjEG2, i> 1, and let 
S, denote the u-algebra of Q2, generated by all cylinder sets of the form 
{%+U+S1,..., u~;,ES,,}, where $ES, jE{l,..., n), n> 1. Let 0, 
denote the set of all infinite policy sequences 0, z (O,, O,, . . .), Oi E 0, j > 1. 
Finally, let P(.lO,), O,E@,, be a family of parametrized probability 
measures on (Q,,S,) with the following interpretation. If the decision 
maker in Problem 2.1 selects the policy sequence 0, = (8,J,,1 E O,, then 
P ( + IO,) is the probability distribution of the state sequence w, = (w,,)“>~. 

If a partition D (A) =: { @,I (Y E A} of the policy choice set 0 satisfies either 
of the stable frequency conditions (C) or (CV) below, then the policies in 
each partition set O,, 1y E A, are mutually exchangeable in a weak- 
frequency-limit sense. 
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(C) There exist probability measures u( * la): 5 +[O, 11, (YEA, with the 
following property. If 19.& f (OJ, > I ~0, is selected by the decision maker in 
Problem 2.1, then for P( * IO&)-a.e. state sequence wb, E (~;)~.+i E a,, 

lim 
qa-&,wLJ 

=a(S]a), SE5, 
n cardI,, (o) 

for all (Y E A such that lim, cardI,, (a) = cc, where 

l$@.&)E 
i 

1 if w;E S 

0 if wi’@S; 

and for each (Y E A and n > 1, 

Z,,(o) 3 the possibly empty index set comprising all periods j E { 1,. . . , n - l} 
for which B/ E O,, 

card Z, (o) z the cardinality of Z, (a). 

(CV) There exist probability measures u( * 1 a) : 5 +[O, 11, (Y E A, with the 
following property. If Ok E 0, is selected by the decision maker in Problem 
2.1, then for P(*]e&)-a.e. state sequence wb, EO,, 

lim v 
~jELbmL) 

SES, n cardI,, ((II) 

for all ~11 E A such that lim, card Z,,(a) = cc, where the random variables 18 
and index sets Z”(o) are as defined in (C). 

Intuitively, for each em E 0, and (Y E A, condition (C) requires the state 
variables (oj]j~~,21Zn(~)) to resemble independent drawings from a fixed 
distribution u( - Ia) on (Q, S ). Condition (CV) strengthens (C) by further 
restricting the allowable variation in the “samples” (wi] i E u “>iZ,, (a)), 
(Y EA. Sufficient conditions for (C) and (CV) to hold for a partition D(A) of 
0 are as follows: 

THEOREM 3.2. Let D (A) = { @,[a E A} be a partition of the policy choice 
set 0. 
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(i) Suppose S and A are countable, and for each S E S and 19& = (Oi)n>l 
E@, the random variables l$, j> 1, are independent on (!2_,,S,,P(*18~)), 
with expectation 

El&+]a) if 8/E@,, cr~A. 

Then condition (C) holds for D(A). 
(ii) Zf condition (C) holds for D(A) and s is finite, then condition (CV) 

holds for D(A). 

PROOF. Assertion (i) follows immediately from the well-known strong 
law for independent and uniformly bounded random variables with identical 
finite expectation (see Revbsz [4, Theorem 2.7.1, p. 59]), the assumed 
countable additivity of P( - IO,), 0, E O,, and the nullity of a countable 
union of null sets. 

Assertion (ii) follows immediately from a lemma by Dunford and 
Schwartz [Z, Lemma 5, p. 971, which asserts that for any real (or complex) 
bounded finitely additive set function p defined on a field ?F of subsets of a 
set X, 

ILLUSTRATION 3.3 (Two-armed bandit). Consider the two-armed bandit 
Example 2.2 with winning probabilities I’, and PP for two distinct gambling 
devices (Y and /3. In each period n the gambler must choose both a bet and a 
gambling device. His policy choice set is thus of the form 

where 

and I?, and BP are ranges of possible bets. Let SC denote the power set of 
the gambler’s win-loss state set GG = { 1, - l}. If for any sequence of plays 
on the gambling devices LY and /3 the gambler’s win-loss observations are 
independent, then condition (CV) holds for the gambler’s problem with 
A={a,j3}, D(A)-{O,,Op}, !~EE@, S =sG, o(l]a)-P,, and a(l]p)~P~. 
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As will be seen below, the following filter-control procedure proposed for 
Problem 2.1 has reasonable stability properties if condition (C) (finite 0) or 
(CV) (infinite 0) holds for the partition D (A*) specified by the decision 
maker in period 1. 

PROCEDURE 3.4. 

Period 1. 

Specify a prior criterion function W, A : @+I? for first-period preobservation 
evaluation of the policies 8 E 0. 
Control: Select 0: E 0 to maximize WI*. 
Observe the first period state UT. 
Specify a partitioning D (A*) = { @,I (Y E A*} of the policy choice set 0 into 
sets 0, of policies judged to be mutually exchangeable with respect to their 
effect on state distribution. 

Period n (n > 2). 

Filter: For each policy B E 0 estimate nth-period expected returns by 

w”*(e)= 
w,r\ (0) +zf,,(,,w(qJ) 

l+cardZ, (a) ’ 
0 E@,, CXEA*, 

where for each (Y E A * 

I, (a) E the possibly empty index set comprising all periods i E { 1,. . . , n - 1 
for which 07 E 0,; 

cardZ,(a)zthe cardinality of Z,(a). 

Control: Select e; G 0 to maximize W,“. 
Observe the n&period state u:. 

All subsequent theorems, definitions, and remarks will concern the com- 
ponents (0, WIA, D (A*), W, W,r\) for the filter-control Procedure 3.4. 

REMARK. If in period 1 the decision maker is able to specify pohcy-con- 
ditioned proabability priors a,(. IO), 0 E 0, on the state space (a, 5 ), reflect- 
ing his judgment concerning the likelihood of events S E S , then a plausible 
specification for D (A *) would be the collection of all --equivalence classes 
0, c 0, where 
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Suppose condition (C) holds for the partition D(A*). If the return 
function sections W (. , O), 8 E 0, are bounded and continuous over the state 
space (!& S ), then the map W, : O+R given by 

w, (e)-@4e)u(d~l~), e e,, LIEA*, 

is well defined and may appropriately be referred to as the true criterion 
function for Procedure 3.4. As the following theorem demonstrates, under 
the above assumptions the updated criterion function W,^ is a consistent 
estimator for W, over partition sets 0, E D (A*) selected infinitely often by 
the decision maker. 

LEMMA 3.5 (Dunford and Schwartz [2, Theorem 15, p, 3161). Let X be a 
topological space, and let 9 be a field of subsets F c X containing the open 
sets of X. Let p, p”, fl=l,2 ,... be a bounded sequence of finitely additive 
measures defined on 9. If 

for every open set F E 9 satisfying p(F) = p( closure (F )), then 

for every real bounded continuous function f on X. 
: 

THEOREM 3.6. Assume condition (C) holds for D(A’), and the return 
function sections W (a, O), 0 E 0, are bounded and continuous over (a, S ). Zf 
0% E@, is selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4, then P( * IO;)-as. 

li~cardZ,,(a)=cc forsomeaEA* 

+. hnmw,r\(e)=w,(e), em,. 

PROOF. The proof follows immediately from condition (C), the definition 
of w/, and Lemma 3.5. w 
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By replacing condition (C) with condition (CV) and strengthening remain- 
ing assumptions, uniform convergence of the estimator W/ can be guaran- 
teed. 

THEOREM 3.7. Assume: 

1. Condition (CV) holds for D(A*)= {@,jaEA”}. 
2. (0, T) is a topological space, and the partition sets 0, E D (A *) are 

r-compact. 
3. The prior criterion function WIA and the return function sections 

W(0, .), oE0, are continuous over (0,~). 
4. For each a E A* the function 

is bounded and continuous over (Q, S ), 

If 02 E@, is selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4, then P(*/@&)-a.s. 

li~cardZ,,(n)=x forsomeaEA* 

PROOF. Let 8: E 0, be selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4. 
Suppose lim,cardZ,,(~)=cc for some SEA*. For each n>2 and SE5 
define 

where UT denotes the state observed in period j, 1, denotes the indicator 
function for S, and ~(./a) d enotes the frequency-limit measure whose 
existence is guaranteed by (CV). Letting p,,+, p:, and v( Pi, .) be as defined 
in Definition 3.1, it follows from condition (CV) that P (. IO;)-a.s. 
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for every S E S . Thus by condition 4 and Lemma 3.5, 

lip LWa (0) pz (du)= lip 1% (w) EL, (dw)=O P (. IO:)-as. 

By conditions 2 and 3, WiA ’ IS bounded over 0,; and by condition 4 the 
functions W( ., 0) and 1 W(. ,@)I, 0 E 0, are bounded and continuous over 
(a, 5 ), and hence integrable with respect to p,,+, pi, and p,, for each n > 1. 
Thus 

= li? sup 
w? P) 

BE@, l+cardI,,(a) + nW(m,e) p”(do) s 

Q lim sup 
n ,gEe.[ ‘(cardi”(u))+L 

=o P (. le; )-as. 

It is clear from condition (CV) that the required P( - [Q-null set may be 
chosen independently of LX. n 

If in addition to conditions 14 the policy choice set 0 is metrizable and 
A * is finite, then policy sequences selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4 
converge a.s. to the set of local maxima for the true criterion function W,. 
Formally 

THEOREM 3.8. Let conditions 14 in Theorem 3.7 hold. Suppose (0,r) is 
metrizahle with metric d, and the index set A* is finite. lf 0; E(@,*),,>~ E 
0, is selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4, then P(. IO:)-as. 

lipd(@,*,M)=O, (3.1) 
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where 

M- tJ 9+x), 
LIEA* 

andfor each aEA* 

e?(a)-{e Eo,p maximizes W, over O,}. 

PROOF. By conditions 24 and Lebesgue’s dominated-convergence theo- 
rem, W, is continuous over each compact partition set O,, (Y E A *. Thus M 

is nonempty. 
Suppose e& -(BA),>r ~0, is selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4, 

and suppose the observed state sequence wb, G N(8;), where iV(0&) is the 
P(’ IB;)-null set for which convergence in Theorem 3.7 fails to hold for Sk. 
To prove Theorem 3.8 it suffices to prove that (3.1) holds for 0;. 

Suppose to the contrary that (3.1) does not hold for 0&. Then there exists 
6 > 0 such that given any integer m there is an integer m* = N (m, 6) > m 
satisfying 

d(Bh*,M) > 6. (3.2) 

Since by assumption 0 E u n eA.Oa is compact metric, and hence sequen- 
tially compact, it may be assumed without loss of generality that 

I’d (e;.,ey =o (3.3) 

for some 8’ E 0. Thus by (3.2), (3.3), and the continuity of d (. , M) over 0, 

d(e’,M)>& (3.4) 

Let O,, denote the partition set of D (A*) which contains 6”. Since by 
assumption the partition sets O,, (Y E A *, are compact and disjoint, it follows 
by (3.3) that 0;. E O,, for all sufficiently large m. Thus by definition of /9,$ (a 
W$-maximizing policy selection) and uniform convergence of W$ to W, 

over O,, (Theorem 3.7), 

igw$(e;.)- w,(e;+)(=o. W) 
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By the continuity of W,, Eqs. (3.3), (3.5), and (3.6) imply 

@yi=, W, (0)= l$ W$ (O$)= l’,” W, (Ok.)= W, (Q’), 

which in turn implies 

Since (3.7) contradicts (3.4), the supposition that (3.1) does not hold for 0& 
cannot be maintained. n 

THEOREM 3.9. Suppose in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 the 
following condition holds: 

(R) The values [maxOEE), W,(e)], (Y E A*, are distinct. 

If 0: -(C)“>l E@, is selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4, then 
P(*lOL)-a.s. there exists a* EA* such that 

(i) 8: EO,. for all sufficiently large 12; 
(ii) lim,d(0,*,9(a*))=O. 

REMARK. In terms of the two-armed bandit example (Illustration 3.3) with 
D(A*)={O&}, conclusion (i) asserts that one of the two gambling 
devices { a,/3} will be selected all but finitely many times; and conclusion (ii) 
asserts that the gambler’s bets will converge to the set of optimal bets for 
that gambling device. 

PROOF. Suppose e:=(e,O),>lmm is selected in accordance with Pro- 
cedure 3.4, and the observed state sequence a”, @ N(t9:), where N (0:) is 
the P( . pz)-null set for which convergence in Theorem 3.7 fails to hold for 
t9:. To prove Theorem 3.9 it suffices to prove that (i) and (ii) hold for 0:. 

Suppose no partition set contains e,0 for all sufficiently large n. Since 
cardA < co, there must then exist distinct partition sets O,, and O,,, which 
each contain an infinite number of the policies 0,“. As established in Theorem 
3.8, the functions W, and W,/, n > 1, are continuous over the compact sets 
O,, and O,,, and thus attain finite maxima on these sets. It follows by 
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Theorem 3.7 that 

l’,” Orn+f W”* (0) = 82y W, (0). (3.9) 
.” .” 

By condition (R) it may be assumed without loss of generality that 

ma% E 8,. W,(Wma%,e** W,(O). Then, by (3.8) and (3.9), for some E > 0 
and integer E, 

(3.10) 

On the other hand, by definition of (0,“) and by supposition, 

w,r (@,“)= OF: W,r‘P) 
- .” 

for infinitely many n. (3.12) 

Clearly (3.11) and (3.12) contradict (3.10). 
Hence for some (Y’ E A*, we have 82 E O,O for all sufficiently large n, so 

that assertion (i) holds for 8,. ’ It now follows immediately from Theorem 3.8 
with @a0 in place of 0, ?? (rx”) in place of M, and A* E {a’}, that assertion 
(ii) also holds for 0:. n 

The hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 can be weakened and the conclusion 
strengthened if the policy choice set 0 is finite. Formally, 

THEOREM 3.10. Assume 

1. Condition (C) holds for D(A*)={O,(aEA*}. 
2. The return function sections W(. ,t3), 8 E 0, are bounded and con- 

tinuous over (Q, S ). 
3. 0 i.s finite. 

1.f 0: = (fmn21 E@, is selected in accordance with Procedure 3.4, then 
P(. If?&)-as, there exists an integer n’ such that 

e,*EM= u 9(a), n > 12’. (3.13) 
IJEA’ 
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Suppose in addition the following condition hoti: 

4. The values [max@ EO, W,(B)], OL EA*, are distinct, 

Then for some a* E A* and integer n”, 

ey??(a*), n > n”. (3.14) 

PROOF. Suppose 8:=(0,0),>, E@, is selected in accordance with Pro- 
cedure 3.4, and suppose the observed state sequence w”, 4 NA(r9z), where 
N “‘(f?:) is the P (. ]ez)-null set for which convergence in Theorem 3.6 fails 
to hold for 0:. To prove Theorem 3.10 it suffices to prove (3.13) and (3.14) 
hold for 0: under the stated conditions. 

Assume conditions l-3 hold. Since 0 is finite, M is nonempty. Suppose 0: 
does not lie in M for all sufficiently large n. Then there must exist a policy 
0’6? M such that 0:= 8’ i.o. Let @I,, denote the partition set containing 8’. 
Then 

yE% w/ (e) = wn* (ef ) = w,r‘ (et) i.0. 

implies 

On the other hand, by Theorem 3.6 and finiteness of 0, 

li? wnA (e/j = w, (et). 

Clearly Eqs. (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) imply 

I.e., 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

a contradiction. Thus tize M for all sufficiently large n, i.e., (3.13) holds for 
e:. 
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Now assume condition 4 holds in addition to conditions l-3. Since 0: E M 
for all sufficiently large n, either there exists a0 such that 0:~ ?? (a”, for all 
sufficiently large n, or there exist a’# a” such that 0,0Eq(a’) i.o. and 
0: E $? (a”) i.o. Suppose the latter holds. Then by Theorem 3.6 and finiteness 
of 0, 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

By condition 4 it may be assumed without loss of generality that 
maxg,o.,W,(0)>maxgEe,_ W,(e). Then by (3.18) and (3.19), there exist 
E > 0 and an integer ti such that 

On the other hand, by the definition of (0,“) and by supposition, 

wA(e,o)=B~~ WV) for infinitely many n. (3.22) 
-.” 

Since (3.21) and (3.22) contradict (3.20), there must exist a”E A* such that 
t9J E $7’ (a’) for all sufficiently large n, i.e., (3.14) holds for 0:. n 

4. CONCLUSION 

A simple distribution-free method has been proposed for direct estimation 
and updating of a criterion function without recourse to prior state-space 
specification, updated state probabilities, and Bayes’s rule. Sufficient condi- 
tions have been given for the consistency of criterion-function estimates, and 
for both the asymptotic and finite-time convergence of selected policy 
(control-variable) sequences to a local maximum of the true criterion func- 
tion, using a linear criterion-function filtering scheme designed to correct for 
state dependence on current policy choice. Sufficient conditions for conver- 
gence to a global maximum are established in [5]. 
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